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HEADLINES
Sochi Successes

Complaints in Sochi shouldn’t distract
from stories of perseverance and
sacrifice at the Olympics. Page 3

Taylor University
celebrates Black
History Month
Olivia Jessup

Celebrating
a

Celebrating
single style
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Local Editor

rich

February marks Black History Month, which focuses on diversity and the
important roles blacks
have played in American
history.
This month, the Black Student Union (BSU) will host a
variety of events to raise awareness and knowledge about
black history, connecting history, faith and fun.
“We want people to worship
with us

history

A group of girls from Bergwall is
celebrating Valentine’s Day in a
new way this year. Page 4

“Monuments Men”
slightly mediocre

“The Monuments Men” has a great cast
but confusing narrative. Page 6

The price is
proportionate

History continued on page 2
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Skipping breakfast is commonplace
for students, but does that mean our
designated dollars are going to waste on
Taylor’s full-fledged meal plan? Page 7

Women’s basketball
nearly topples
No. 10 IWU
The Taylor women’s team had cross
county rival IWU on upset alert
all night Wednesday. Page 8

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

21°
-1°

Saturday

21°
12°

Sunday

27°
14°
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Renewing
the supremacy of Christ
Erik Thoennes spoke to Taylor students four times throughout the week.

Kristin Schwartz
Contributor

FOLLOW US
@TheEcho_Taylor
@TheEcho_Sports

Facebook.com/
TaylorUniversityEcho

and celebrate with us, and have fun
with us . . . not look first at our background or our color, but at who we
are as people of Christ,” said sophomore Shannon Wilson, BSU’s public relations manager. “For myself, I
have to say before I’m black, before
I’m anything else, I’m a woman in
Christ. Before all of that, that is my
initial title. That is the stereotype I
should have.”
At the forefront of events, however,
is a celebration of black history.
“In my mind, I see black history as
being the same as any other history.
It’s just that it’s recognized during
a particular month during the year,
but it can be a celebration for every
day,” said BSU president senior Melissa Bethel.
This year, Bethel said, the BSU is
educating and entertaining through
displays at the DC as well as events,
including a concert on Feb.
22. One of
th e major
concerns BSU
has, however,
is low attendance
for these events.
“I feel like whenever
we say there’s an event
by the BSU it’s segregated
to being just an event for
the black people on campus.

Nearly 1,500 students gathered in
Rediger Chapel on Monday and
Wednesday mornings, and about 700
on Monday and Tuesday evenings, for
Spiritual Renewal this week. Dr. Erik
Thoennes, professor of biblical and
theological studies at Biola University in La Mirada, Calif., spoke at the
event for the fourth time.
“There are some speakers that every generation of Taylor students
should know,” said Campus Pastor Randy

Gruendyke. “Dr. Thoennes is one of
them.”
Thoennes preached a four-message
series titled “The Supremacy and Sufficiency of Christ.”
“I think there is a way of approaching Jesus that I’m hoping to bring a
little bit of a corrective to,” Thoennes
said. “He’s not only sufficient for
meeting our needs, he is supreme
and Lord of our lives.”
Thoennes began his series in
Monday’s chapel with a message focused on Jesus’ question to his disciples in Matthew 16: “Who do you
say that I am?” The question has
been answered in

many different ways since Jesus asked
it, but Thoennes pointed his audience
back to the Bible to see Jesus as he
really is.
“One of the reasons we can struggle
with really understanding and believing who we are in Christ is because
we don’t know him well enough,”
Thoennes said. He believes answering Jesus’ question correctly is the
beginning of a right relationship
with Christ.
On Monday night, Thoennes shifted to the main Scripture passage for
the series, Hebrews 1:1-4. He said that
after we know who Jesus is, we all still
need to know him better. Thoennes
said that Christ is both sufficient and
supreme, adding that we often have
trouble submitting to his supremacy.
“It seems we put a lot of emphasis
on going to Jesus to meet our needs,
but the need to bow the knee before
him as our Lord can get a little less
emphasis than that,” Thoennes said.
After the Monday night session,
Thoennes spent some time on stage
answering questions from the audience on a range of theological topics.
He covered everything from prayer
and the Trinity to the doctrine of Jesus’ ascension.
“Personally, I thought that the
Q-and-A was a great time to interact
with students, especially ( for students) to actually respond and engage with the speaker and . . . take
what he said to heart,” said sophomore Landon Stuart.
During the Tuesday night session,
Thoennes spoke in more depth about
Jesus’ identity and how Christians react to it. He used the account of the
paralytic in Mark 2, emphasizing
the revelation of Jesus’ equality with
God. Thoennes said the response
to this revelation must be worship
and obedience.
“I thought it was

an interesting way of putting the story,” said junior Abby Fisher. “We often
kind of glaze over it.” She added that
she liked the way Thoennes encouraged students not to get used to the
Bible, but to instead let it continually
move them to worship Jesus.
Thoennes concluded the series on
Wednesday morning in chapel. He
challenged students to reach out to
others based on their knowledge of
Christ. He said believers should have
a posture of life that ushers others
into the presence of God.
“Out of Christ’s sufficiency and supremacy we should feel able to be
ministers and represent Jesus before
others,” he said.
The series never ceased revolving
around the question of Jesus’ identity.
Thoennes shared his personal answer
to the question.
“He’s God,” Thoennes said. “He’s
one of us as well. And in that he becomes our Savior and our Lord.”
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Norway
13 medals
24 points

Netherlands

12 medals
23 points

USA

12 medals
22 points

Russia

11 medals
20 points

Germany

10 medals
26 points

Canada

10 medals
22 points
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The goal of the evening is to take icons from
the Upland and Taylor community and
incorporate them into activities similar to
what you might find at an amusement park.
Upland - A land of magic
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Son-in-law indicted in Tenn.
package bomb case
www.usatoday.com

Comcast takeover of Time Warner
Cable to reshape U.S. pay TV
www.reuters.com

Facebook goes beyond ‘male’ and
‘female’ with new gender options
www.cnn.com

Rand Paul didn’t plagiarize his NSA
lawsuit
www.msnbc.com

ONLINE
TEASERS

History continued from page 1

That’s not the case,” Bethel said. “Because we want to showcase who we
are on campus, it would be good for
people to understand that this is an
event for everyone. It’s educational,
informational—it’s something that
we want to share with you.”
Director of the Office of Intercultural Programs Cecilia Macias agreed
with Bethel.
“You don’t have to be black to be
a part of BSU or Latino to be a part
of (Latino Student Union), and you
can and are actually more than welcome to attend these events,” Macias
said. She noted that the students involved in these organizations get excited when others from outside the
groups join in.
“That would be a great way to integrate and step into someone else’s
culture,” Macias said.
Integration is a major part of this
month’s events, and BSU has been
looking at opportunities Taylor already provides for ways to improve
integration across campus.
However, Bethel believes more
could be done. She suggests that
praise and worship from other cultures at chapel be added, with more
support for such events as Mosaic
Night and having a chapel dedicated
to Black History Month.
Bethel also notes that “sweeping
things under the rug” and not discussing issues hinders Christian
growth.
“We should be comfortable with
discussing issues openly, without

Russian figure skater Plushenko retires
after withdrawing from Olympics
www.foxnews.com

Jazz up your
Valentine’s weekend

Jazz, dancing, dessert—join the Marion
Philharmonic and the Indianapolis Jazz
Orchestra for the MPO’s annual Valentine’s
Day Ball on Saturday night Today

Not just for art
majors anymore

Photograph by The Feminist Griote

The many faces of black history.

offense, in a mature setting, in which
we discuss the issue and create a solution,” Bethel said.
Cathy Weatherspoon, director of
Leadership Programs, noted that
there is a connection between positive racial interaction and integration
and the body of Christ.
“There should be continual work in
creating a climate that is welcoming

for all its constituents,” Weatherspoon
said. “It is important that every community member takes on this responsibility by being more of a contributor
and less of a critic.”
The connection between celebration of culture and faith is clear to the
members of the BSU.
“That’s reflective of who God is, and
when we choose to deny that aspect,

we deny who he is,” Wilson said. She
noted that God created all cultures
and are all a reflection of him.
The concert is on Feb. 22 at 7 p.m.
in the Recital Hall and will highlight
the music and worship of black history and culture. BSU will also host
an Era Party on March 1 to dance and
celebrate with music, dress and food
from the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s.

Students from many majors will exhibit art at the
All-Student Art Show on Sunday night. Sunday

War over the internet:
what’s not being
discussed about
net neutrality
Net neutrality is a confusing concept,
but could reshape the way that the
internet is accessed. Tuesday

Upland - A land of magic
Nostalgia Night theme
invokes magic of DisneyLand
Hannah Haney
News Co-Editor

This year’s Nostalgia Night theme channels the wonder of Disneyland in the early ’70s.

Graphic by Bethany Wong

Nostalgia Night is always full of surprises. Last year saw several references from the ’80s, with neon,
flat-brimmed hats, boomboxes and
workout clothes. This year, Nostalgia
Night takes a different approach: Disneyland—as it was more than three
decades ago.
“We’re calling it ‘Upland’,” said senior Chelsea Williams, president of
the Student Activities Council (SAC).
“All we’re doing is kind of taking Disney from the ’70s era and that magical
kind of world and theatrical aspect
and incorporating that to be about
Taylor and Upland.”
The goal of the evening is to take
icons from the Upland and Taylor
community and blend them with activities similar to what you might find
at an amusement park.
“We are kind of in the middle of nowhere and I think that’s part of the fun
or funniness of the theme,” said Taylor Smythe, the graduate student in
charge of SAC. But Taylor wouldn’t be
Taylor without Polar Pops, Starbucks
or Ivanhoes, classic icons might see
represented at Nostalgia Night.
Smythe got the idea for the theme
after going to Disney World one
summer.
“I like retro things, so I really like

the whole idea of Disney as it was in
the ’70s and very nostalgic feel, which
obviously fits very well for Nostalgia
Night,” Smythe said.
At the end of fall 2013, Smythe and
Williams presented the theme idea
to the SAC Cabinet, where it was very
well received. After discussing how to
bring “Upland” to life, SAC began preparing on Feb. 8.
“It’s quite extraordinary because
it’s got so much going into it decoration-wise and planning-wise,” Williams said. “You’ll definitely see the
theme throughout the night.”

“All we’re doing is kind of
taking Disney from the ’70s
era and that magical kind of
world and theatrical aspect
and incorporating that to be
about Taylor and Upland.”
Both Williams and Smythe are excited to see how students react to the
visualization of the theme.
“We hope everyone is excited about
it and that they will be surprised and
hopefully just see new things that
they have never seen at a show like
this. We want them to have a great
experience at the show,” Smythe said.
Nostalgia Night auditions are Feb.
18 and 19 from 6 to 11 p.m. in Rediger. Sign-ups are available at the top
of the DC and in the Union. Nostalgia
Night is Friday, Feb. 28.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

TAYLOR SOUNDS AND
CHORALE VALENTINE
DINNER, 6:30-9:30 p.m.,
DC Alspaugh East

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
- TAKE IT TO THE
HOOP!, 8 a.m.-8 p.m.,
KSAC

ALL-STUDENT ART
EXHIBIT OPENING
RECEPTION, 6-8 p.m.,
Metcalf Gallery

RED CROSS BLOOD
DRIVE, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.,
KSAC

NOSTALGIA NIGHT
TRYOUTS, 6-11
p.m., Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

NEPAL LIGHTHOUSE
SHARING SESSION,
7-8 P.M., MMVA 002

THURSDAY NIGHT
ENCOUNTER, 8-10 p.m.,
DC Atrium Lobby
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“Every Olympics I cover changes my
perception of the host country and
Russia is no different. Wonderful,
passionate people and great hosts.”
#SochiWins
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Between a rock and a hard place: Ukraine’s split destiny
Caught between Russia and
the European Union, Ukraine
must decide whether to look
East or West for its future
E. Patrick Neer
Staff Writer

A boxing heavyweight champion-turned-politician, a right-wing
nationalist and a former government minister. In any other part of
the world, this could be the setup
of a lame joke, but in Ukraine, these
three men are the faces of the anti-government opposition movement in a series of violent protests
that have consumed the country
since November.
Ukraine backed out of a deal in November 2013 that sought to integrate
six former Soviet republics (Ukraine,
Belarus, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia) into the fringes of
the European Union, according to
Al-Jazeera. This agreement offered a
framework for trade agreements and
eventual EU membership to these border countries, provided that a list of
reforms were enacted in each country.
Ukraine’s president, Viktor Yanukovich, cut Ukraine from the Eastern
Partnership in November 2013, claiming that the benefits of further European integration weren’t worth the costs
that Ukraine would incur by alienating
Russia. He later defended this claim in
a televised interview, saying the monetary assistance that the EU offered
paled in comparison to what the struggling Ukrainian economy needed, the
Wall Street Journal reported.
“What kind of agreement is it if they
take us and bend us? I, for one, think
we shouldn’t give in, we should defend
our own interests,” Yanukovich said.
Yanukovich’s decision drew crowds
of anti-government protestors to Kiev,
culminating in massive rallies in the

capital’s Independence Square, according to Al-Jazeera. And this isn’t
the first time that Yanukovich’s presidency has faced public scrutiny. As one
of the inaugural acts of his presidency in 2010, he arrested Ukraine’s former president and his long-time rival
Yulia Tymoshenko on charges of abuse
of power, according to Russia Times.
The Ukrainian people have plenty
of reasons to be upset at their president, and it shows. The anti-government rallies have continued for
nearly three months, and call not only
for the resignation of Yanukovich and
his entire cabinet, but also for early
elections and the repeal of recently
passed anti-protest legislation.
Ukraine’s opposition movement
may not be the only one hoping for
President Yanukovich’s resignation.
A phone conversation between the
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State and
the American ambassador to Ukraine
was leaked on Friday, Feb. 4, which revealed that the U.S. might also be invested in finding Ukraine a new leader.
The call, commonly believed to
have been leaked by Russian intelligence, revealed the American politicians discussing which member of
the opposition they thought should
replace Yanukovich as president, according to Politico.
Russia has used the call as proof
for its accusation that the U.S. seeks
to topple Yanukovich’s democratically elected regime in order to weaken
Russia and strengthen the EU, according to Reuters. The White House has
not acknowledged the authenticity or
purpose of the call.
However, the Western response to
the turmoil in Ukraine has consistently
and overwhelmingly supported the opposition movement, according to BBC.
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry
came out in support of the Ukraine
protests at the Munich Security Conference this month.

Anti-government protesters carry tires through a barricade of debris in Kiev.

“Nowhere is the fight for a democratic, European future more important today than in Ukraine. The United
States and EU stand with the people
of Ukraine in that fight,” Kerry said.
The opposition movement against
Yanukovich’s government is led largely by three figures: Vitali Klitschko, Arseniy Yatsenyuk and Oleh Tyahnybok.
Each of these men brings a different
attitude to the opposition coalition.
Tyahnybok and Yatsenyuk both
served in the Ukrainian government
in the past, and have condemned the
violence both toward and perpetrated
by protesters. Klitschko, on the other hand, is brash and combative, calling for protesters to go “on the attack”
if governmental concessions are not
made, according to Al-Jazeera.
Klitschko, heavyweight boxing

A victim of the protests in Kiev.

champion and opposition leader, is
not prepared to back down from the
demands of the opposition he represents, according to The Washington Times.

THE BIGGER PICTURE

SCHOLARSHIP + PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE + SERVANTHOOD

So much happens outside Taylor,
but what does any of it have to do
with you? The world can seem like
an overwhelming web of stories,
and this column will help you find
your place inside it. Sit down with
me as we explore the bridges that
connect us to the rest of the world.

#SochiWins
Abigail Pollock

World & National Editor

In the psychology department at Wheaton
College Graduate School, we offer a distinctive
community which is serious about its commitment
to professional practice as service, especially to
those marginalized by society. Clinical training in
urban Chicago to rural Illinois provide a breadth
of experiences few programs can offer. With a
range of degrees from our APA approved Psy.D. to
three master’s programs, Christ-centered theology
guides the integration of faith into every student’s
academic work and clinical training.
Applications due March 1st.

WHEATON.EDU/GRAD-PSYCH

The biggest story trending on the
2014 Olympics is not actually about
the Olympics.
It is not about the athletes or the
grueling physical competition.
The stories that have kept the internet buzzing are focused on the
supposed unpreparedness of Russia as a host for the Winter Games.
Since before the opening ceremonies, reporters have kept up a steady
stream of complaints about Sochi,
from their unfinished hotel rooms
to polluted tap water. Russian signs
are mistranslated into English. A reporter finds a stray dog in his hotel
room, while at the same time Russia’s plan to get rid of the strays is
greeted with international protest
for being inhumane.
On Twitter, athletes and reporters
alike have been encouraged to log
their negative Sochi experiences and
have a public laugh at Russia with the
hashtag #Sochiproblems.
Foreign visitors can be harshly critical, and in some sense that is justified. The Olympics are often seen as
a chance for a nation to showcase
their best and impress the rest of the
world. If a country fails to take advantage of that chance, perhaps they
should be embarrassed.
No government, nation or culture
is perfect, however. Olympic host cities are under intense pressure to hide
their social problems behind an expensive, carefully-constructed facade.
It’s a performance—and that’s not inherently wrong.
The issue is that in Russia’s process of putting on a good face, valuable aspects of the authentic culture
may be lost. And if visitors spend so
much time gleefully highlighting a
country’s flaws, unable to look past

Photograph by america.aljazeera.com

Photograph by www.cnn.com

“We want to be a modern European country, live with a secure future.
Without a fight there’s no victory.
Therefore, we must fight,” Klitschko said.
their badly hung curtains and see Sochi itself, the important stories may
not be told or even seen.
The most valuable Olympic stories
are not what is covered up, but what
shines through.
Many of the complaints brought up
on social media reflect issues that directly impact the daily quality of life
of Russia’s people. But when a reporter washes her face with bottled water “like a Kardashian,” what if she
thought about the Russian citizens
who are forced to boil tap water for
drinking every day, despite the risk of
contamination?
American citizens traveling abroad
tend to get an ugly reputation, but it
doesn’t have to be that way. Jay Onrait, a Fox Sports Live anchor, provided a perfect example of cultural
openness when he tweeted on his
personal account,
“Every Olympics I cover changes
my perception of the host country
and Russia is no different. Wonderful,
passionate people and great hosts.”

The most valuable
Olympic stories are not
what is covered up, but
what shines through.

Great Olympic stories are not limited to Sochi, either. Many of the 2014
athletes have inspiring stories of perseverance and self sacrifice which deserve the spotlight. Take for example
Tracy Barnes, who gave her spot on
the Team USA biathlon team to her
twin sister Lanny. Or Canadian snowboarder Alex Bilodeau, who has used
his fame to raise money and awareness for people like his brother Frederic who have cerebral palsy. Alex
dedicated his bronze medal to his
biggest fan.
“Every step is so hard for [Frederic]
in life and I have an easy path and I
need to go after and do the best I can
just out of respect to him,” Alex said
of his brother.
These are the Olympic stories that
inspire us, the ones that get drowned
out by the loudest and most ignorant
internet voices.
They need to be told.
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Celebrating single style

You don’t need to be in a relationship to
celebrate Valentine’s Day.
Celebrating single style
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Singles find new ways to
celebrate Valentine’s Day
despite lack of romance
Angelina Burkholder
Life & Times Co-Editor

Valentine’s Day arrives with mixed responses. The couples love it. The singles hate it. But tonight, the ladies of
4th Bergwall, at least the single ladies, will celebrate living life without
romantic love. In fact, it’s become
a tradition, and it all started with a
red dress.
As a senior, alumna Lauren Sheard
held the first single awareness party
last year on 4th Bergwall. Valentine’s
Day was approaching, and Sheard
had a brand new homemade red
dress hanging in her closet. Stranded as three of her closest friends left
with blushing cheeks to celebrate
love with boyfriends, Sheard couldn’t
resist the temptation of a good time
and an opportunity to wear the dress
she had created from scratch.
“Since it’s not like me to be left behind by a holiday, I decided I would
throw a celebration for all the single girls on my floor,” Sheard said. “It
provided the perfect excuse to wear
a ridiculous dress and hopefully provide a source of entertainment to my
friends for a few hours.”
So the party planning began. The
entire night focused around being
single and awkward. Sheard began

the night showing the death scene
from “Titanic.”
“It really set the tone,” she said.
From there each girl had to complete a predetermined task such
as finding a stranger to kiss on the
cheek, telling an embarrassing relational story or choosing the most
marriageable girl in the room.
“The goal was basically to feel as
awkward as possible,” Sheard said.
The night also included a powerpoint presentation of “Hot Celebrity
Showdown” and an activity to release boys from the past. After writing the name of lost or forgotten love
on a piece of paper, each girl chewed
up the paper and spit it out. Sheard
ended the night by passing out homemade ironic or depressing Valentines
to the girls with sayings such as “I’d
love you even if you were so ugly that
everyone died.”
“It’s always good to let the people around you know that you love
and appreciate them, even if it’s just
through absolutely ridiculous activities and semi-insulting valentines,”
Sheard said.
This year, juniors Courtney Sullivan
and Malinda Hall, PAs on 4th Berg, organized their own spin-off of Sheard’s
party, planning the second celebration in her honor.
“I liked it so much that I wanted to
do it again this year,” Sullivan said. “I
hope girls this year have as much fun
as I did and will want to continue to
do this.”

What is Love?

Tonight, while couples
stare starry-eyed at each
other across cliched candle-lit dinners, there will be a
group of rambunctious ladies
celebrating bare ring fingers
and carefree hearts, falling in
love with singleness at Olive
Garden.
“I think it’s important to
realize that you’re not alone
and you have friends around
you who love you and support you,” Sullivan said. “You
don’t need to be in a relationship to celebrate Valentine’s Day.”
The 4th Berg girls will head
back to their floor to finish
off the night with activities
and games all in the name of
singleness.
“When I threw the party
last year I had no intention
of it being repeated,” Sheard
said. “I’m only sorry I won’t
be there to experience version two.”
Sheard will be continuing
her own Valentine’s Day celebration with her co-workers
during lunch today. While
she is not planning an elaborate party like last year, she
will make the celebration
complete with the “Titanic”
soundtrack and her special
homemade valentines designed specially for each worker.

ANGELINA

Dear Angelina, I am recently
single. What should I do for
Valentine’s Day?

Photograph by Jen Shepherd

Lauren Sheard models her
homemade Valentine’s Day dress.

“I know my wife loves me because she finds all my annoying
traits to be funny rather than annoying.” -Dr. Jim Speigel

“What is love? Baby don’t hurt me. Don’t hurt
me, no more.” -Professor Ryan James

“Love is like a nose hair—growing faster with age, it
captivates a wife’s attention from its dark handsome youth
to its elongated graying decline.” -Dr. Ed Meadors

“Love is feeling more passion, intimacy and joy when my
wife walks in the room than I did when we first met at age 17.
Also, cleaning the toilet. ” -Dr. Nicholas Kerton-Johnson

Last-minute
Valentine’s gifts
Life & Times Co-Editor

Newsflash. In case you hadn’t heard, today is Valentine’s
Day. Will your special someone be left feeling unloved
today because of your procrastination? Have no fear; We
are here to save your relationship from certain doom.

You already make that daily
Starbucks run for your
sweetheart: this easy step
will make your ordinary good
deed extraordinary. A simple
sticky note declaring “You
Mocha Me Happy” will dress
up a boring paper coffee cup.
Photograph by Kwantakoon

A Match Made in Heaven
This gift is the quickest,
simplest valentine. Simply
open a small matchbook and
remove all matches except the
two in the center. Decorate
the matchbook with colored
paper and inscribe “We’re a
Perfect Match” on the cover. For
extra glam, add some glitter.

Photograph by Nicola

A Pack of Compliments
This gift only requires a pack of
cards and some creativity. First,
list your valentine’s best features.
Then, write the compliments
on paper and glue them each to
a card’s face. Punch two holes
on one side and string the cards
together with ribbon to create a
flipbook. Label the top card with
“52 Things I Love About You.”
Photograph by visualheart

Do you find yourself aching for advice
for your first-world problems? Are you
losing sleep over annoying problems
that keep turning up day after day?

C’mon now, put the ice cream
back in the freezer. Half a gallon
is enough. And pick up your tissues. Let’s put your pity party on
pause. There are plenty of alternatives to celebrating Valentine’s
Day. Take heart, friend.
First of all, let’s not let others
know you hate the day, so tip No.
1 is to pretend like it’s just a normal day. If you ignore the hearts
around the 14th on the calendar,
it feels like any other frozen friday. So let’s plan a night with the
friends.
Grab all your single pals and
do what every sane single person
does on Valentine’s Day. Dump on
couples. It’s really simple, just grab
some water balloons and soap.
For the couples celebrating
their love with a nice walk outside, unleash the water balloons
and maybe a little bit of your fury.
Hey, frozen things last longer so it
makes sense. You’re just helping
them preserve their love.
If there’s a car parked down by
the lake or any surrounding areas
and the windows are slowly frosting over. Help the process along.
Soap the windows. It’s quite simple; take a bar of soap and paint
the windows with them. Chances
are they won’t even notice you or
the loud noise on their windows.
They wanted privacy and now
they have it. Scraping the gunk
off will just create a more special
bonding experience for them. It’s
perfect.
So, chin up, and gain some enemies this Valentine’s Day. Don’t
worry, it’s all for the sake of love.
Dear Angelina, my girlfriend is
expecting the perfect date tonight.
Help!

Back in the day, our parents
created individualized mixtapes
for their valentines. Today,
that thoughtful idea is so
much easier with digital files.
Build a meaningful playlist
for your love, and burn it to
a CD or share it on Spotify.

I Like You a Latte

Can’t Buy Me Love
The best things in life are
free, like this thoughtful gift.
Brainstorm acts of service
for your valentine, then bind
them up in a little booklet of
love coupons. Go beyond the
standard “good for one date
to Flat Top.” Are you an artist?
Try “good for one painting in
your honor.” Be creative.

“Love is knowing what each other is thinking without
saying a word.” -Professor Shawnda Freer

Love Notes

Nicole Arpin

Valentine’s Day: personal ads
If you like meeting new people
and getting caught at the bean
If you’re not into togas, if
you know how to clean
If you like walking down to Taylor
lake, and shaggy hair makes you faint
Then I’m the love that you’ve
looked for, write to Wilson
(Alexander) and escape.

Taylor’s campus is stuffed with wise, married faculty and
staff. We asked a few of them to define love for us.

“Love is looking forward to growing old together
with your spouse.” -Dr. Joseph Pak

ASK
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ASK ANGELINA.
Send questions to:
lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com

Well unless you’re buying an engagement ring and proposing
underneath the twinkling Eiffel
tower, she’ll probably be upset
and disappointed. Ring by spring
is real and your girl probably has
that daunting expectation. For
sanity’s sake, let’s hope not.
Ever since the first Valentine’s
Day, girls have had an unrealistic
expectation of Valentine’s Day—
and perhaps, love in general. And
of course, the one year that you
plan to go all out with a life-sized
teddy bear, rose petaled paths,
chocolate everywhere and a fancy dinner, she decides she wants
to boycott the “hideous holiday.”
Typical girls.
Boys, there is just no way you
can win. Girls are hard enough to
please on the other 364 days of
the year. Valentine’s Day is just a
death trap.
My advice? Just ask her. See
what she is honestly expecting
and if it’s within reason, make it
happen. If it’s not within reason
or she appears evasive and upset
that you even asked, disappear.
Plan the perfect getaway for yourself. Believe me, it’s for your own
protection.
When she calms down and you
come out of hiding, reconsider the
relationship. Keep in mind that
an evasive or demanding girl just
might not be someone you want
to spend the rest of your life with.
But if you make this realization on
the Valentine’s Day, at least wait
until February 15th for the breakup. It’s going to be ugly either
way, but at least you’ll get brownie points for avoiding a holiday.

Does your future look like a blank
canvas? Do you need some bright
color and action on the screen of
your life? Poverty-stricken animator
seeks breadwinner with dependable
vehicle; she’s also willing to dive
into any dumpster you drive her
to. This well-read, cheerful neo
-hippie rocks a hoodie-footie like
no one’s business and would love
to rock with you. Interested
parties can visit or send inquiries
to Randall Ctr, Rm 108, Cubicle L.

Taylor Women,
Are you looking for a man to climb
into your heart? Do you want to go
on an adventure in romance? Does
the thought of a man with beautiful
blonde hair, blue eyes, and a chiseled
jaw line make your heart soar? Then
your search is over! Prove your worth
to Luke Hall. Be the one to sweep him
off his feet! Inquire at (513)535-4193 <3

Hey lady. Do you like
chiseled abs and big
arms? Do you like a sophisticated man with a
devilish smile? Do you
want the hunk to sweep
you off your feet? Chip
Mironas is looking for a
date.

Seeking the following traits:
-intellectual
-engineer

Valerie Marie Schiller,

I love you more.

-hobbies must include watching
YouTube videos and cheesy movies
-blue eyes preferred
-trench coat not necessary
but definitely a plus
-must be able to carry
conversations in animal noises
Please go to Gerig, third floor, center suite,
left, for a cup of tea and conversation

Anonymous “wants a
Tiffany engagement ring
and for her boyfriend to
stop dragging his feet
and commit already.”

My name is Malinda Hall
I’m looking for someone to have a ball
I like to sew, cook and clean
I will make sure your floors will always gleam
I promise I make a good home wife
I try to stay away from any strife
My tiny hands are looking for
a strong man to caress
I like to think I have a nice style and dress
My long wavy hair likes to blow in the wind
Choose me and my love will never end

Chell is looking for her
companion. Must have two
working thumbs and enjoy
co-op games and cuddling and
taking turns during FPS. Should
enjoy playing La ra Croft, but
not think that she is hotter than
me. I need someone who knows
it’s dangerous to go alone.
--GamerGirl

Emily
Clevenger…
If Stephen
dies, I get
dibs. ;D

Ladies,
Do you want some
black lavender in your
life? EJ Morris is
single. Think about it.

Do you get titillated when you
see a tufted titmouse? Does a
ruby-throated hummingbird
make your heart throb?
Brunette ornithologist is
scanning the skies looking for a
potential brooding mate. If you
think you can woo with your
your coos, you’d be a loon not
to ask this chick out. Interested
parties can visit or send inquiries
to Randall Ctr, Rm 108, Cubicle E.

Adam Wright is single and
that’s all of your faults. No
puedo comprender esta
idea. If you hate wet bread,
HE DOES TOO! Tu eres
perfecto con Adam si odias
pan mojado. Adam is not
spelled Adumb because
he’s actually really smart. Si
quieres Adam necesitas visitar
a Sammy 2 cuarto 237. ;)

Afraid to walk down dark alleys
alone? Ever chain your wallet to
your belt loop? Ever want to date
your body guard? This short, strong
blond female seeks a puny male to
defend. This bo-staff-whipping Tae
Kwon Do purple belt is ready for
anything, and she’s ready for you.
Men able to bench press greater
than 60 lbs need not apply. Interested parties can visit or send inquiries
to Randall Ctr, Rm 108, Cubicle C.

Dear Lauren,
Why are there so
many of you?

I NEED A BOYFRIEND! I’m too nervous to wait for the Senior Scramble,
that is too risky. I am open to all boys
who are taller than 6 foot. I would
prefer someone who like to cuddle,
loves sushi and like T. Swift as much
as I do. I am open to recommendations or suggestions. Please contact
me, Mary Liston, at (815) 245-8374.

Do you want a Hamburger?
Because the Hamburglar would
be more than happy to steal
one for you. And as soon as
he steals the Hamburgar he
will steal your heart. Mark
Taylor is the man and could
be the man in your life.

Ladies: are you
looking for a Disneyloving Valentine?
Call or text
(317)755-6646

Looking to delay marriage? This tall,
dark diva already has cold feet. She’ll
stir up your compost and the deepest
affections of your heart. She’ll be sure
to put butterflies in your stomach...
because they’re a good source of protein!
There’s no rush to settle down: this girl
is always on the run. If you want her,
you’ll have to catch her. Inquiring parties
may report to Randall 108, Cubicle A.”

“Bring a soapbox, but leave the soaphave we got the girl for you! She won’t
ask your opinion, she’ll give it to you,
and a stack of books to go with it. If her
personality doesn’t rope you in, her
dreads sure will. She’ll take Sasquatch
as long as his carbon feet are small.
Must be secure in your identity because
anything you can do she can do better.
and cheaper. and more sustainably.”

#TaylorU’s

DC RECIPE WEEK

OF THE

Trade in your old greens for a tastier option!
Tired of the same old salad? Start with your choice of greens. Add
Email your inventions to
cucumbers and tomatoes. Shred a grilled chicken breast over in and mix
in a healthy dose of plain pasta. Toss it all together with Olive Oil Italian lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com
dressing for a flavorful salad that will leave you completely satisfied.

TOP
TWEETS
Sarahruth Brown @thedairylife
Public poll: are you or are you not
dressing up for dinner tonight?
#TaylorU #VDay

Echograms #TaylorU

Lane Gramling @lngramling
Just finished the thesis for my
senior paper! Now I just have
to write 50 pages about it.
#thelibraryismyhome #CElovin
#tayloru
Sarah Sipe @sar_sipe12
One of these days when someone
asks to take a chair from my
table at the DC I’m going to
wholeheartedly answer no.
#TUbucketlist #TaylorU
Athada @athada
Some #TaylorU kids need
Clothing 101. No hats at -10?
Winter is only miserable for those
who don’t know how to dress.
#LongUndies247
Chris Chang @CChang65
Salad years? What’s a salad?
#bigmacs4days #tayloru #tuchapel
Chris Chang @CChang65
Salad years? What’s a salad?
#bigmacs4days #tayloru #tuchapel

valpal92: These pictures describe my friendship with these
lovely people to a T. #tayloru#valentinesdinner #fun
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annamedearis: Just hanging out at the National Prayer
Breakfast #tayloru#taylorpeopleareeverywhere

Parker O’Leary @parkeroleary
Welcome to Siberia, sorry, I mean
Upland IN #tayloru

A&E

“We have no idea how the audience is going
to react.”
When Taylor meets Chekhov
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When Taylor meets Chekhov
Russian play “Cherry
Orchard” latest showcase
from Taylor Theatre
David Seaman
A&E Editor

While America showcases athletes at
the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi,
Russia, Taylor theater brings Russia
to small town Upland, Indiana. Anton
Chekhov’s “The Cherry Orchard” will
open Feb. 21 and run until March 2.
The last play written by famed playwright Chekhov, “The Cherry Orchard” follows Madame Ranevskaya
and her aristocratic family as they return to their estate after a personal
tragedy. Ranevskaya (played by senior Christina Goggin) has an estate
with a large cherry orchard, which
is about to be auctioned to pay the
mortgage. Although presented with
many options to save the estate, the
family stays put. The land is eventually sold to a member of a previously
inferior class.
Although Chekhov envisioned the
play as a comedy, “The Cherry Orchard” was initially directed as a
tragedy.
“The very first person to direct it
was Constantin Stanislavski, a close
friend of Chekhov,” said assistant
director and senior Claire Hadley.
“Chekhov was displeased with this.
He thought it a farce.”
Hadley said the cast has decided
to perform the play as both a tragedy
and a comedy: a tragicomedy.
“It’s one of those plays that is absolutely both. The funny moments we
are playing as truly funny and we’re
respecting the sad moments and
playing them to their most tragic.”
Deciding the tone of the play also
determines a character’s motivations.
“If we play it as comedy, it’s one person, and if we play it as a tragedy,

“Cherry Orchard” concept art

it’s a completely different one,” Hadley said.
One of these character is Lopakhin, played by senior Thatcher Ritz. A
complicated character and the son
of servants, Lopakhin serves as the
play’s capitalist.
“But he’s also that little boy that
is … out his element,” said director Tracy Manning. “Lopakhin gives
himself away on occasion. He’s straddling worlds.”
Ritz is excited at the prospect of
playing such a complex character.
“It’s a different role for me. In college theater I’ve stayed away from
main characters, but this one is very
much a main character with depth
and backstory.

“I have this line in Act Three that is
about a page and a half long. It’s just
me talking. For me, to get that right
all the way through without messing
up, that would be a giant personal victory for myself.”

“There are characters deeply
rooted in the past and would like
nothing better than for things
to stay exactly the way they are.
Some long for what’s next.”
One of the main themes of “The
Cherry Orchard” is social change. The
play takes place at the turn of the 20th
century, a time in which the middle
class was rising and the aristocracy
falling. The abolition of serfdom in

1861 gave many former servants the
chance to buy land from their previous owners.
These new changes to Russian culture demands characters to make
choices. “The play feels nostalgic at
times, but other times characters
want to move forward,” Manning said.
“There are characters deeply rooted
in the past and would like nothing
better than for things to stay exactly the way they are. Some long for
what’s next.”
Listening is another important
theme. Lopakhin, to the audience, is
a wise character, whispering advice to
the rest of the cast. Refusing to listen
to reason during class upheaval leads
to a family’s demise.

pictures-tucherryorchard.wordpress.com

“We have no idea how the audience is going to react,” Hadley said.
“They can be happy for Lopakhin or
sad for Madame. The cast has our
judgment but the audience doesn’t.
The audience won’t be able to pick a
clear winner.”
“The Cherry Orchard” is the latest
production from Taylor Theatre. The
show times are Feb. 21-23 and Feb.
28-March 2 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12
for adults, $10 for faculty and staff and
$7 for students. The student ticket
price, $10 in previous years, has been
reduced thanks to a generous alumni
donation. Tickets can be purchased at
the theater box office in Rupp or by
phone at 765-998-5287.

‘The Monuments Men’
An all-star cast can’t save
WWII film from mediocrity
Austin Yoder
Contributor

Twitter: “Monuments Men” has an
interesting story and all-star cast. Is
it worth your time?
Post: “The Monuments Men” stars
George Clooney, boasts an impressive
supporting cast and is based on a true
story. But does that make it a good
film? Find out in The Echo’s review
Teaser: George Clooney is Frank
Stokes, an art curator tasked with
protecting and recovering stolen
art from Nazis. Joined by architects,
sculptors and scholars, Stokes and his
fellow rescuers must confront a war
zone they are not used to in order to
save Europe’s culture.
The “Monuments Men” never
lives up to its full potential, but still
makes for a reasonably enjoyable

and sometimes moving look at a little-known piece of history. The film
unfortunately is bogged down by a
convoluted script, awkward pacing
and the fact that it’s not quite as clever as it would like to think it is.
Written, directed, produced and
starring George Clooney, this World
War II heist film tells the story of a
group tasked by the Allies to protect
and recover art stolen by Nazis. The
team members, dubbed the “Monuments Men,” travel throughout Europe in search of famous pieces by
artists such as Pablo Picasso and Michelangelo. The team must race to
reclaim the paintings and sculptures
before Hitler has them destroyed.
George Clooney portrays Stokes,
an art curator passionate about preserving art and culture. Joining him
are Matt Damon as art restorer James
Granger, Bill Murray as architect
Richard Campbell, John Goodman
as sculptor Walter Garfield and Cate
Blanchett as former Nazi sympathizer
and museum curator Claire Simone,
just to name a few.
With an idea as original as this and

George Clooney and Matt Damon star in the new film “Monuments Men.”

one of the most impressive casts in recent memory, what’s not to like about
this film? The problem is that “The
Monuments Men” never really figures
out what it wants to be. Is it a war
film? A heist film? A drama? A comedy? The result is an often awkward
and confusing mix of all four, leaving
the audience scratching their heads
for much of the film.
When the titular “Monuments
Men” break up into teams and scatter
throughout Europe, I felt myself getting a headache as the film cut from

scene to scene at a dazzling pace.
Comedic scenes transition into serious scenes without warning, resulting in a confusion of emotions that
prevent the film from establishing a
single tone.
The film hits its stride when the
group reunites to track down Michelangelo’s sculpture “Madonna of Bruges,” among other well-known works
of art. The cast is underutilized at
parts but turn in solid performances, particularly Clooney and Goodman. Clooney is the glue that keeps

aufeminin.com

the film from falling apart, providing
narration to drive the film’s message
(the importance of culture) home and
shooting us a wink and a grin to remind us of his charm.
The acting is not this movie’s only
strength. The locations and sets are
breathtaking and perfectly capture
the feel and essence of World War II
Europe. War-torn buildings and landscapes provide a convincing backdrop for this period piece. There are
other high points as well, such as a
poignant rendition of “Have Yourself
A Merry Little Christmas” and a humorous
standoff between Murray, Bob Balaban and a
young German soldier.
After the film finds
its legs, the remainder proves to be a fun
ride. To be fair, the jokes
don’t all land. The beginning of the film falls
victim to the “we’re
getting too old for this”
schtick, with gags such
as climbing walls for
basic training. Clooney
needs to be reminded that witty dialogue
isn’t necessarily good
dialogue.
Despite flaws, you
won’t regret sitting
through until the end.
A movie that feels part
“Indiana Jones” and
part “Ocean’s Eleven,”
“The Monuments Men”
builds to a sentimental
but ultimately satisfying climax.

OPINIONS

Since I don’t go to breakfast, why
should I have to pay for it? This is a
question many students ask.
The price is proportionate
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The price is proportionate
Kristi Schweitzer
Contributor

I don’t have any morning classes, so
I can go to breakfast anytime. My
morning meal times vary from day
to day, but one thing is always constant: the nearly-nonexistent breakfast traffic at the Dining Commons.
I go to breakfast at 7, 8 and 9 a.m.
on any day of the week only to find
the DC sparsely occupied by students taking in their first meal of
the day (besides the occasional 8:30
bustle). Most students’ first meal
starts a few hours later.
Since I don’t go to breakfast, why
should I have to pay for it? This is a
question many students ask. Graduate students and off-campus students have the option of lowering
their expenses by buying a smaller meal plan or block plan. Many
on-campus students feel Taylor’s
meal system is unfair and that by
not going to every meal, they are
throwing money away.

Co-Editors in Chief

If they could only have the option of
a smaller meal plan then they’d save
money. Is this true?
As a transfer student from Cedarville University, I have experienced
firsthand what it is like to have a block
plan. For about the same price as the
meal plan here, I had the option of
“saving” meals instead of “skipping,”
but I ate about the same number of
meals. So when I skip breakfast here,
am I really “wasting” money? I don’t
think so.
Taylor’s meal plan is cheaper than
most colleges’ meal plans. “Of the 28
private colleges in Indiana, the TU
room and board rate is ranked 22 of
28,” said Ron Sutherland, vice president of Business Administration.
Charging every student the same
price for meals lowers costs in the
end. Sutherland said Taylor is aware
of the average number of meals eaten and that the universal cost helps
average out students’ prices.
“We believe we have priced the
meal plan to take into account that
most people do not eat all 21 meals,”
Sutherland said. “In fact, we know
what the average participation per
meal is for breakfast, lunch and dinner. If students were to start eating
more of any or all of these meals, we
would have to raise the price higher
to accommodate the greater use.”

He believes a block plan would hinder the system, rather than help it.
“Our assessment (of the block plan)
when we have talked about doing
this is that students would still eat
the same number of meals, but simply pay less,” Sutherland said. “That
means the TU budget loses revenue
and will not save many (if any) expenses. The only choice left, without
cutting other areas of the University
budget outside of food service, would
be to raise prices for the block meal
plans to offset the loss in revenue.”
Of course, we don’t want our prices to go up.
After doing some research, I found
that average room and board costs
ranged from $9,205 to $10,462 at private colleges, according to CollegeBoard. Taylor is a private college,
and yet its room and board total is
$7,110, less than both public and private averages.
Sutherland also said the primary
reason for one meal plan option is
“philosophical.”
“We believe that Taylor’s community is enhanced around food and
the meal times spent together,” he
said. “By asking students who live
on campus to share all their meals
together when on campus, we believe we are fostering an intentional
community around food.”

Photography by Metro Creative Graphics

When I was at Cedarville, almost everyone had some form
of smaller plan, and that sometimes hindered community
building. Many students on this
campus do devotions together
at breakfast. Even though they
aren’t talking, they are still gathering together in community. At
Cedarville, students were more
apt to skip out on a moment
like that because their smaller
meal plan didn’t allow them to
eat breakfast. They paid a similar price to ours yet “couldn’t”
go to breakfast, so for the most
part, our current meal plan is
a good one. But if you still feel
like you’re being cheated, go
to breakfast.
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Leaving
a legacy
Hannah Haney
News Co-Editor

I’ve been doing a lot of thinking about
legacy lately. Throughout Spiritual
Renewal Week, Erik Thoennes talked about Jesus (surprise, surprise) and
the different ways we perceive him. Jesus left behind a legacy so large that
our minds can’t comprehend it all.
I’ve had friends talk about wanting
to leave behind a legacy of fame. All of
this has made me wonder what sort
of legacy I’m going to leave behind.
I found a quote by author George
Saunders that further spurred my
thinking. He said, “Do those things
that incline you towards the big questions, and avoid the things that would
reduce you and make you trivial.” I
don’t want to shy away from difficult
situations that make me uncomfortable. I also know that God has called
me to love his people.
So back to legacy. How do I want
to be remembered? And what do I
want people to say about me when
I’m no longer here on this earth?
Have I spent my days speaking love
or hate? Have I shown the world the
love of Christ?
My very first week at Taylor someone on my floor wrote something on
the whiteboard of her door that stuck
with me: “She loved the Lord with all
her heart and it cast an amazing light
on everything she did.”

“She loved well
and without
discrimination.
Everyone who stepped
into her path
encountered
Christ’s love.”
That is the legacy I want to leave.
I want to be the woman who is
known for love and Christ, no matter
what I’ve been called to do. Whether
God leads me to be an editor, a mother, a wife or something else entirely,
I want to love. Let that be my legacy.
I don’t care if anyone talks about my
degrees, my accomplishments, my
job or even my family.
Just let them say, “She loved well
and without discrimination. Everyone who stepped into her path encountered Christ’s love. She lived
as his hands and feet in everything
she did.”
Leaving a legacy of love is going
to be hard. This is a kind of legacy
that is built upon a foundation of
grace, with walls of peace and understanding, and a roof of kindness.
All of those materials are not easy
to work with. In a practical sense,
this requires choosing a Christ-centered mindset.
We need to not just look at Jesus
as Starbuck Jesus or Boyfriend Jesus and Martyr Jesus, but as Jesus
Christ: Our Father, the Redeemer of
our Sins, and the Spirit that lives inside us.
Because, really, a legacy of love is
the only one worth leaving.
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Women’s basketball nearly topples No. 10 IWU WEEKLY

PREVIEW

Austin Kight

E

Sports Writer

motions ran high Wednesday as the women’s basketball team (10-17) sought
revenge against No. 10 Indiana Wesleyan (21-6), but
found themselves unable to capitalize on a late game run, resulting in a
60-55 loss.
The Wildcats led the entire first half
after guard Taylor Goshert drained a
three-pointer within the first minute, putting early pressure on Taylor’s defense.
“We knew what their offensive
strategies and actions were and addressed those specifically, trying to
minimize a high execution percentage for them,” said head coach Kelly
Packard. “Our main adjustment was
to be assertive and dictate where we
initiated our offense on the floor to
be sure we caught the ball in scoring areas”
Heading into halftime, the Trojans
were able to keep the damage to a
minimum, trailing 29-19.
The game took a turn in the second
half when senior Kelci Freds found
the bottom of the net from outside
the arc, tying the game at 38-38. Minutes later, a foul by Indiana Wesleyan
sent sophomore Monica Compton to
the line, giving the Trojans their first
lead of the game.
“We knew going in that Indiana
Wesleyan is ranked first in holding
their opponents to a low shooting
percentage,” Freds said. “Because
of this, we were expecting a great

Men’s Basketball
(10-16, 4-11)
Schedule

2/15 Goshen (A) 3:00 p.m.
2/18 Bethel (H) 7:00 p.m.
2/22 Huntington (A) 3:00 p.m.
2/26 Crossroads League Tournament

Women’s Basketball (10-17, 5-10)
Schedule

2/15 Goshen (H) 1:00 p.m.
2/19 Bethel (A) 7:00 p.m
2/22 Huntington (H) 1:00 p.m.
2/25 Crossroads League Tournament

Baseball (2-0)
Schedule

2/14 & 2/15 Cumberland (A)
2/21 Campbellsville (A)
2/22 Lindsey Wilson (A)

Coach Packard chats on the sideline with freshman Savannah Bley.

defensive effort on their part, and
needed to focus on taking high percentage shots. We got the ball inside
for shots close to the hoop and waited
for the outside shots to open up. We
just came up a little short.”
Unfortunately, the Trojans couldn’t
hold on to the lead for long, as the
Wildcats piled on eight unanswered
points, reclaiming a 53-43 lead with
just over five minutes left to play.
With 39 seconds on the clock,

Taylor’s defense went into foul mode
and the defending national champions responded by hitting 5-of-6 free
throws to secure the victory.
Seniors Becca Daniels, Kelsey Bryant and Freds led the offensive charge,
dropping a combined 39 points, while
Daniels and Bryant pulled down seven rebounds apiece.
“I was extremely proud of our effort,
our toughness and our passion,” Packard said. “We exhibited tremendous
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resiliency when the deficit was double digits and responded with a run
that put us up by one point.”
As the regular season starts to
wind down and tournament play approaches, Packard said the team is
taking it one game at a time, trying to
keep players rested and continuing to
execute game and personal strategies.
Taylor returns to Odle Arena Saturday to take on the Goshen Maple
Leafs with tipoff set for 1 p.m.

Softball (2-0)
Schedule

2/21 Brescia (A)
2/28 Midway (A)
3/1 Asbury (A)

Track and Field
Schedule

2/8 Indiana Wesleyan Invitational (A)
2/15 Purdue Invitational (A)
2/22 DePauw Invitational (A)

Hot start not enough to propel Trojans
Men’s basketball put
rival IWU on upset alert
early on Tuesday night
Steve Nafziger
Sports Writer

Despite a fast start highlighted with a
dunk in the lane by junior Darayl Jordan, the Trojans could not overcome
one of their worst shooting nights of
the season. They fell to rival Indiana
Wesleyan Tuesday night by the final
score of 71-46. The game was Taylor’s
lowest-scoring of the season.
“You have to execute on both ends
of the floor,” said head coach Josh
Andrews. “We needed to make some
shots in the first half that didn’t go
down and we weren’t as efficient as
we wanted to be.”
The Trojans shot just 35 percent
from the field, including 1-of-14
on three-point attempts. Tuesday
marked the first game this season that
the Trojans were not able to shoot
above 40 percent on their home floor.
Indiana Wesleyan has held Taylor to
its two lowest scoring outputs this
season, keeping the Trojans well below their 70-point-per-game average.
Taylor did come out fighting,
taking an 11-7 lead before things
went downhill.
“We made some good reads on the
offensive end, and our execution was
sound at the beginning of the game,”
Andrews said.
The Trojans went scoreless after
that stretch for the next 7:05 of the
game, where the No. 7 Wildcats took
advantage and never relinquished the
lead, taking a 32-21 lead into the half.
A flash of competitive school spirit
stole the stage at halftime when both

Junior guard Jesse Coffey splits defenders to complete the reverse layup midway through the first half Tuesday night.

teams were in their respective locker rooms. During the TU POMS’ halftime performance, freshman Cam
Glass took down IWU’s mascot, Wesley the Wildcat, as the uninvited cat
danced with the POMS team. Nothing
else came out of the altercation; just
a cat with eight lives left.
The second half did not look any

better, as the Trojans were playing
catch up most of the way.
“Credit IWU; they are a team that
when they play with a lead they are
really hard to come back on,” Andrews
said. “You have to be close to perfect
when you fall behind to them.”
The Trojans’ assist-to-turnover ratio is improving as the season moves

on. Tuesday night, Taylor assisted on
14 of their 18 made shots, while turning the ball over just 11 times.
Junior Jesse Coffey led the Trojans
as the only player scoring in double
figures with 11 points, including the
only made three-pointer of the game.
Sophomore Kyle Stidom contributed
nine points with four rebounds and
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two assists. Jordan led the team in
assists with six and added six points
as well.
Taylor has lost six of their last seven games and looks to get back in the
win column as they travel to Goshen—who has lost 16 straight—to take
on the Maple Leafs with a 3 p.m. tip
on Saturday.
Athlete of the Week

Kyle Stidom
Year

Sophomore

Hometown

Indianapolis, IN

Nickname

K-time

Favorite pump-up song

“The Man” (by Aloe Blacc)

Favorite pro team & player

Los Angelos Lakers / Kobe Bryant

Favorite basketball memory

Scoring 2,000th career point in high school

Key Stat

Double-double (20 points, 10 assists) in OT
win last Saturday over Spring Arbor
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